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Hello!
My name is Hilary
And I am a Happy Hilary
Hippo!
I come from Australia
I play the harp
I love wearing hats
And I am courageously selffunding my doctorate at King’s
College London…

My doctoral studies explore the mutualistic relationship between commercial
consultants and government in the policy development process. This is to
emphasise the expert advisory community’s role in providing expert advice as
part of the policy development process.
My research focus is the European Commission.
1.

There is a greater multiplicity of consultants in European affairs;

2.

There is recognised reliance on external expert advice by the
European Commission; and

3.

The European Commission’s policy decisions affect half a billion
hippos in Europe.

King’s College London supports my research, its focus to-date overlooked by
academic literature, and resonant with increasing government interest in how
political scientists and other external actors influence the climate of ideas.

The ultimate purpose of my studies is to foster genuine public accountability through demonstrating how
external expert advice influences government policy decisions. This develops my Master’s thesis, The

Commerciality of Expertise: Policy Development in the European Commission, in which I unexpectedly
found a complete paucity of information about how expert advice influenced policy development outcomes.
My research highlights the indispensable role – the mutualistic relationship – of the expert advisory
community’s role in the policy development process, through promoting a niche commercial sector in
government planning and accountability practices. This will:



enhance more effective partnerships between consultants and government in the policy development
process;

malpractice. Why not

encourage more investment in the external advisory community and thereby ensure continuing availability

politicians who ignore

of objective advice; and


Doctors can be sued for

guarantee government accountability for the end-result of its spending.

expert advice?

My studies will open opportunities for me to explore the expert advisory jungle!
I wish to directly contribute to the expert advisory community – and thereby
provide greater quality external expert advice in the public policy development
process – through establishing a transnational, market-recognised consulting
firm (HilaryGroup) specialising in European and international affairs.
My proposed mission statement is:
To promote international cooperation, friendship and collaboration, through
facilitating international partnerships.
My proposed core business activities will provide specialist expert consulting
and event management services in international affairs through:


International Affairs Expertise



Action Forums



International Collaborations



Negotiation & Conflict Management Training

My studies will also give me expertise in governance, procurement and public accountability.
Professionally, I wish to serve in a leadership role on Executive Boards, seeking to promote gender
equality, social justice and public accountability, in a space in which women are currently under-represented.
This is inspired by the amazing achievements of my Executive mentors in the UK and Australian
Governments.
Through my studies I will gain knowledge of best-practice behaviour, governance, transparency,
accountability and procurement. Most importantly, living in London allows me to gain important professional
experience through voluntarily serving on the Victoria League for Commonwealth Friendship Committee.

In which I dream of the wonderful financial assistance provided
by the FindAPhD Postgraduate Scholarship

Now to dream of
my doctorate!!

